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Abstract
Counterfactual examples identify how inputs can be altered to change the predicted
class of a classifier, thus opening up the black-box nature of, e.g., deep neural networks.
We propose a method, ECINN, that utilizes the generative capacities of invertible neural networks for image classification to generate counterfactual examples efficiently. In
contrast to competing methods that sometimes need a thousand evaluations or more of
the classifier, ECINN has a closed-form expression and generates a counterfactual in the
time of only two evaluations. Arguably, the main challenge of generating counterfactual
examples is to alter only input features that affect the predicted outcome, i.e., classdependent features. Our experiments demonstrate how ECINN alters class-dependent
image regions to change the perceptual and predicted class, producing more realistically
looking counterfactuals three orders of magnitude faster than competing methods.

1

Introduction

A great effort has been devoted to open up the black-box nature of deep neural networks
for computer vision. Among others, heatmaps [3], class-maximizing samples [29], and contrastive examples [9] have been proposed; we focus on the latter. Contrastive examples are
also known as counterfactual examples, even though models do not possess any causal structure as described in [26].1 We adopt the setting from [13] and consider the generic question,
“For situation X, why was the outcome Y and not Z?” We provide a counterfactual example
to give an explanation of the form “Had X been X̂, then the outcome would have been Z.”
Being able to provide counterfactual examples for complex neural networks has an immense potential to improve human-model-interactions. To name but a few, surveillance systems could be assessed for biases when picking out candidates for screening and self-driving
vehicles could be better diagnosed when misinterpreting their image feeds [13].
© 2021. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
1 Counterfactual examples as described in [26] are based on structured causal graphs relating inputs and outputs.
In the image domain, it is generally not known how to make such graphs and a causal analysis is thus not possible.
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Invertible Neural Networks (ECINN), which utilizes Invertible Neural Network (INN) classif
f 1
fiers to generate counterfactual examples. Figure 1 depicts the high-level structure of ECINN.
An image of a woman without makeup (left) is Figure 1: f transforms image without
transformed by an INN denoted f into an inter- makeup (left) into internal representation
nal representation (center). The internal repre- which is corrected with closed-form exsentation is corrected, as indicated by the green pression (center). f −1 generates counterarrow, before being reverted by f −1 to form a factual example with makeup (right).
counterfactual example with makeup (right).
The properties of INNs make a one-pass-solution possible. In contrast to usual discriminative models, INNs are known to have semantically organized latent spaces where translations in specific directions result in semantic changes in the input space [11]. Importantly,
INNs even have full information-preservation between input and output layers in contrast to,
e.g., auto-encoders [5], which allows exact recovery of inputs from outputs. As such, it can
be argued that INNs are ideal for combining generative and discriminative capabilities [4].
Existing methods for generating counterfactual examples [1, 8, 9, 12, 13, 15, 25, 31, 32,
35] need to query the model under consideration many times due to various numerical optimization algorithms, obtain non-unique counterfactual examples, and need hyperparameter
tuning. To the best of our knowledge, we introduce the first algorithm which uses only one
forward and reverse pass, produces unique counterfactual examples, and needs no hyperparameter tuning. ECINN is even fast enough to be used in an interactive setting [7].
Good counterfactual examples are broadly agreed to be realistic, minimal, and actionable [12, 33]. In the image domain, however, minimal changes are hard to quantify in a
semantically meaningful way. As such, we argue that the main challenge is to generate
realistically looking images with perceptible changes only to class-relevant features.
We demonstrate experimentally how ECINN produces counterfactual examples leaving
class-independent features largely untouched while class-dependent features are changed
successfully. Experiments also demonstrate that our theoretically derived one-pass-solution
yields running times more than three orders of magnitudes faster than competing methods.

2

Related Work

Counterfactual Examples. Many methods have been proposed for generating counterfactual examples or identifying counterfactual features. To name but a few, [1, 13, 31, 32, 34]
operate on image data, [15, 16, 35] consider text, and yet other methods operate on relatively
low dimensional data compared to images and text [8, 12, 33].
Methods for generating counterfactual examples can be categorized by the insights needed
into the predictive model. Methods from the first category consider the predictive model as
opaque and need no insight. Methods from the second category utilize gradients of the predictive model, while methods from the last category use internal data representations of the
predictive model. All methods mentioned need to query the predictive model many times. In
contrast, after a preprocessing step that needs to be done only once, our method uses a single
forward and inverse pass through the model to generate a counterfactual example.
In the first category, methods operating on opaque models iteratively generate candidate
sets before querying the predictive model to test candidates. [12] utilizes a greedy heuristic
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from simple data statistics to determine what input features to perturb, while [28] uses a
genetic algorithm. [32] segments input images into super-pixels and use a greedy algorithm
to perturb super-pixels. On text data, [35] finetunes a GPT-2 model [27] to generate similar
sentences to the input sentence to generate new candidates. [34] identifies counterfactual
regions in input images but does not generate counterfactual examples.
The second category employs gradient optimization techniques to generate counterfactual examples. Albeit from a different perspective, previous work has developed methods for
synthesizing inputs that maximize desired (output) neurons. For example, [29] uses gradient
descent with an L2 -norm prior loss on a random input. [23] includes a local pixel variation prior to obtain more realistically looking features. [33] also proposed a different loss
based on the median absoute deviation. Even though the methods give insights into the inner
workings of the classifier, they suffer from generating unrealistic images. More recently, [25]
proposed to train a generative model to generate counterfactual examples. In a similar vein,
[9] utilizes a pretrained and fixed auto-encoder to identify latent codes that generate desired
outputs through gradient optimization. An extension of [9] is [31] which uses auto-encoders
or KD-trees to identify class prototypes which helps guide the gradient optimization. In
comparison to our one-pass-solution, the default maximum queries of the classifier in the
official code of [31] is 1000.2 Finally, [22] uses gradients of the classifier to train an external
variational auto-encoder to generate counterfactuals fast. In contrast to ECINN, the method
has a substantial pre-computation time due to training of the auto-encoder.
The third category of methods contains two different strategies. First, [13] considers
convolutional neural networks as a composition of a (convolutional) feature extractor and a
classification network. They propose two algorithms for mixing feature fibers of the input
sample and a sample from the target class. Second, [1] similarly uses a part of the classifying network as a feature extractor to cluster features, yielding an identification of semantic
features like stripes, wool, etc. A gradient descent algorithm successively adds or removes
features from the input to obtain a counterfactual example.
Although conceptually different, our work fits best into the third category. Instead of
generating counterfactual examples from an “arbitrary” neural network, we choose a specific
family of neural networks, INNs, to generate counterfactual examples efficiently without the
need for multiple queries of the model or memory consuming gradient computations.
INNs as generative classifiers. INNs have gained wide attention as unsupervised models
which allow generating realistically looking “fake” samples [10, 11, 19], typically referred
to as Normalizing Flows. Despite hidden in appendices, both [11] and [19] present samples generated from class-conditional INNs. Later, it was explicitly described how to compose INNs with a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to obtain a generative classifier [14, 24].
However, adding classification abilities comes at a price. As demonstrated in [2], there is a
trade-off between classification performance and the quality of the generated fake images.
The work introduces an information bottleneck loss, which explicitly trades off the classification and generation performance through a hyperparameter β . [2] further introduces a new
invertible model architecture, which we refer to as IB-INN.
Regarding interpretability, [21] shows how conditional INNs can be trustworthy classifiers by, e.g., visualizing decision spaces and computing posterior heatmaps. Here, we further
show conditional INNs to be trustworthy by using them for generating counterfactual.
2 Official
code:
https://docs.seldon.io/projects/alibi/en/stable/api/alibi.
explainers.cfproto.html
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Efficient Counterfactual Examples

This section constitutes our main contribution. We combine theoretical insights and practical
observations from INNs to generate unique counterfactual examples from just one forward
and inverse pass without the use of any numerical optimization techniques.

3.1

Problem Statement

As mentioned, counterfactual examples indicate why an input was predicted to be one class
rather than another. Specifically, we adopt the definition from [33] which states that counterfactual examples are statements taking the form: “Score p was returned because variables
V had values (v1 , v2 , . . . ) associated with them. If V instead had values (v01 , v02 , . . . ), and all
other variables had remained constant, score p0 would have been returned.” In the context
of image classification, counterfactual examples are visualizations showing how the input
image can be altered to change the predicted class.
Desiderata. In line with the desiderata of [12] and [33], we find that three properties are
critical for counterfactuals to be useful. i) Only semantically relevant features should be
changed. For example, facial features like lips and cheeks might change while the background should not when a counterfactual is generated for a face without makeup. ii) Counterfactuals should look realistic. Unrealistic counterfactuals might have misplaced eyes,
extreme color values, or a “one-pixel-change” like the adversarial examples presented in
[30]. iii) Tipping-point counterfactuals and convincing counterfactuals should be prioritized. With tipping-point, we refer to counterfactuals on the decision boundary, just where
the prediction changes from the input to the target class and convincing counterfactuals are
samples beyond the decision boundary that gets high probabilities for the target class.
Definition 1. (tipping-point counterfactual) Given a classifier with posterior probabilities
p(y|x), an input x ∈ X , and a predicted class y = arg maxy p(y|x), a counterfactual x̂(q)
with target class q is a tipping-point counterfactual if there exists a path h : [0; 1] → X and
constant C ∈]0; 1[ such that h(0) = x; h(C) = x̂(q) ; for c < C, y has higher probability than
q, i.e., p(y|h(c)) > p(q|h(c)); for c = C, probabilities are equal, i.e., p(y|h(c)) = p(q|h(c));
and for c > C, q has higher probability than y, i.e., p(y|h(c)) < p(q|h(c)).
Definition 2. (convincing counterfactual) given classifier p(y|x) for K classes and input x
as defined above, a counterfactual x̂(q) is a convincing counterfactual if
∀y0 : y0 ∈ {1, ..., K}\{q} ∧ p(q|x̂(q) )  p(y0 |x̂(q) ).
Tipping-point counterfactuals are essential because they represent minimal corrections
to the input. However, they might not always make sense due to visual class differences. For
example, when changing the predicted class of a cat to a dog, a tipping-point counterfactual
might mix pointy and hanging hears because it is situated at the decision boundary. On
the contrary, a convincing counterfactual would successfully show such transformation, but
potentially with overly pronounced changes. Providing both types of explanations thus give
a deeper insight into the decisions of the classifier.
In the supplementary material, we prove that ECINN produces valid tipping-point counterfactuals according to Definition 1 and in the experiments (Section 4), we verify that
ECINN also complies with Definition 2 and the remaining desiderata.
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3.2

5

Conditional INNs

We find INNs to be well suited for the counterfactual problem because they are bijective,
i.e., every latent vector corresponds to exactly one input. In contrast, typical classification
models are inherently surjective, i.e., there potentially exist many inputs which produce each
output. In turn, INNs admits a single inverse pass to perfectly identify the right input while
surjective models must rely on approximate solutions from less efficient numerical methods.
It is known that well-trained INNs have semantically organized latent spaces [11]. We
believe that when many latent representations of samples from the same class are averaged,
then class-independent information like background and object orientation will cancel out
and leave just class-dependent information. ECINN isolates such latent class-dependent
information to correct embeddings for generating counterfactual examples.
A conditional INN f is typically trained by computing latent vectors z = f (x) from input
vectors x and using the latent vectors to fit a GMM to class labels y. However, to use z rather
than x in the GMM, one must use the change-of-variables formula, which states that
log pX (x|y) = log pZ ( f (x)|y) + log |det (J)| .

(1)

That is, the class-conditional log density of an input x in the image space, pX (x|y), is equal
to the class-conditional log density of f (x) in the latent space pZ ( f (x)|y), but with an additional Jacobian term, J = ∂ ∂f (x)
x . We choose class-dependent latent densities to be Gaussians,
pZ (z|y) = N (µy , 1). By Bayes’ rule, we notice that under a uniform prior distribution over
labels, p(y) = K1 for K classes, the log posterior probability becomes
log pX (y|x) = log

pX (x|y)
∝ −|| f (x) − µy ||2 .
∑y0 pX (x|y0 )

(2)

From Equation (2), we see that independent of the Jacobian determinant, latent vector z =
f (x) will be predicted to be from the class y with the closest model mean, µy . In turn, the
latent space of the classifier can be analyzed under L2 -norms instead of less efficient and
complex densities pX (x|y), which depend on the Jacobian determinant. In the following, we
present how ECINN utilizes this insight to produce counterfactual examples efficiently.

3.3

ECINN

At a high level, ECINN transforms images into a latent space through an INN f . In the latent
space, a closed-form expression changes the predicted class by correcting the embedding.
From the corrected embedding, a counterfactual is generated by the inverse INN f −1 .
As a preprocessing step that needs to be done only once and takes just five seconds on
MNIST, we group the training samples by their classified output, G j = {x|C(x) = j}, where
C(x) = arg maxy pX (y|x) is the predicted class. Afterwards, we compute mean latent vectors
µ̄ j = |G1j | ∑x∈G j f (x) for each class j and define the vector from µ̄ p to µ̄q as ∆ p,q = µ̄q − µ̄ p .
Given a target class q and an input x, a counterfactual example x̂(q) is produced from the
predicted class C(x) = p by adding a scaled version of ∆ p,q to the latent space embedding
z = f (x) and inverting it through the INN,
x̂(q) = f −1 ( f (x) + α∆ p,q ).
It follows that a counterfactual example requires just one evaluation of f and f −1 .

(3)
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To follow our third desideratum and provide both tipping-point and convincing counterfactuals, we compute two counterfactuals for each input with different values of α. First, we
choose α0 to produce a tipping-point counterfactual. Due to Equation (2), α0 is identified
analytically such that ||z + α0 ∆ p,q − µ p || = ||z + α0 ∆ p,q − µq ||, which moves the latent vector
to the decision boundary between the input and target class. The closed-form expression
for α0 is derived in the appendix (Section A), along with a proof that it complies with Definition 1 (Section B). Second, we choose α1 such that the target class q is predicted with
high confidence to produce a convincing counterfactual. α1 is chosen heuristically to be
α1 = α0 + 54 (1 − α0 ) (see supplementary material for details). Although not guaranteed that
C(x̂(q) ) = q, we observe that the relation holds in practice.
In Figure 2, we illustrate the intuition
of ECINN. The figure shows two isotropic
z
Gaussians in the latent space with a blue decision boundary. With green empty squares,
µ̄p
z + α0 ∆p,q
we indicate the two computed means µ̄ p
z + α1 ∆p,q
∆p,q
and µ̄q , connected by ∆ p,q (green arrow).
µ̄q
The orange line passes through z in direction ∆ p,q . The two points of interest are the
blue square on the intersection of the blue Figure 2: Latent space corrections by ECINN.
and the orange line and the black square to
the right. According to the model, the blue square constitutes a tipping-point counterfactual,
and the black square is very likely to stem from class q, i.e., a convincing counterfactual.
In conclusion, we introduce ECINN which allows computing counterfactuals efficiently
by utilizing theoretical and observational properties of INNs. ECINN complies with our
first two desiderata by generating counterfactuals which represent class-dependents changes
while leaving out most class-independent information. By providing both tipping-point and
convincing counterfactuals, it also follow the third desideratum.

4

Experiments

In this section, we evaluate how our counterfactual examples perform. Our experiments
show how ECINN produces meaningful counterfactual examples across three different image datasets, changes class-dependent features while maintaining class-independent features,
and outperforms competing methods.
Experimental Details. We evaluate ECINN on a synthetic FakeMNIST dataset, the MNIST
dataset [20], and the CelebA-HQ dataset [17]. On all three datasets, classification errors of
the IB-INN models are comparable to those of a standard classification network (see Table 2
in the appendix). For all our experiments, we have trained IB-INN models “as-is.”3 We
found that β -values for IB-INN close to one strike a good balance between classification
accuracy and generative performance (see appendix). We also provide an overview of hardware, all models used, hyperparameters, and the model performances in the appendix along
with additional samples of all plots in the supplementary material. Results presented are all
with samples from the test sets and were found to be consistent across samples.
3 We

adopted models and training code from https://github.com/VLL-HD/IB-INN.
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(b) Counterfactual examples.

(a) Random samples.
y=1
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y=4

y=5

y=6

y=7

y=8

y=9

q=2

q=3

q=4

q=5

q=6

q=7

q=8

q=9

p(q|x) 1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1

0

x

y=0

q=1

Figure 3: FakeMNIST dataset. For improved readability, smaller rectangles to the left of
images magnify the top left 10 × 2 pixels, indicating the class.

We provide code for training IB+INN models and and explaining them with ECINN at
https://github.com/fhvilshoj/ECINN.

4.1

FakeMNIST

To verify ECINN in a controlled setting, we carefully design a dataset such that less than two
percent of the pixels in each image are class-dependent. As argued, a proper counterfactual
example for a well-trained model should alter only the class-dependent pixels and if no classdependent information is present, each class should be equally likely.
The dataset is generated by randomly reassigning labels to images. We alter images only
by injecting the information of the new labels in the top-left 10 × 1 pixels; the ith top-left
pixel will be white if the images is labeled i. For example, if an image gets label “5,” the
sixth pixel in the left column is white. Figure 3a shows a sample from each of the ten classes.
Only the top-left pixels depends on the labels; the depicted digits do not.
Figure 3b shows random sample from the class y = 0 (first row) and tipping-point counterfactuals (α0 ) in the second row. The third row includes convincing counterfactual examples (α1 ). Each column corresponds to a different target class q. Figure 3b shows that the
dot in the top left corner of the input does change position, while the class-independent digit
remains unchanged as expected. Specifically, the third row from left to right reveals how the
dot in the top left corner travels downwards to end in the tenth pixel. The second row has no
dot, which aligns well with the interpretation about equally likely class probabilities above.

4.2

MNIST

Next, we apply ECINN to the MNIST dataset. First, we verify our second desideratum, i.e.,
that ECINN produces realistic counterfactual examples. Second, we investigate how well
class-independent features like font-weight and tilt are maintained by ECINN, i.e., our first
desideratum. Finally, we compare ECINN to two competing methods.
q=1

q=2

q=4

q=5

q=6

q=7

q=8

q=9

0

x

q=0

1

Realistic Counterfactuals. In Figure 4,
we depict counterfactual examples in the
same fasion as Figure 3b. The figure
shows how an image of a three is properly
transformed into any of the remaining nine
classes. Note that in the second row, the
counterfactual examples are in many cases

p(q|x) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Figure 4: Same input, different targets.
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such that even a human might mistake the image for both the input and target class. By contrast, the third row contains samples where the three has successfully transformed into the target class. This experiment demonstrates that ECINN complies with Definition 2 (p(q|x) = 1
for all samples) and our second desideratum by generating realistic counterfactuals.
q=0

q=0

q=0

q=0

q=0

q=0

q=0

q=0

1

0

x

q=0

p(q|x) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

(a) Different inputs, same target.
q=9

q=9

q=9

q=9

q=9

q=9

q=9

q=9

0

x

q=9

1

p(q|x) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.999

(b) Same input and target class.
q=4

q=2

q=5

q=3

[31]

[33]

Input

q=9

ECINN

Class-Independent Properties. In Figure 5a and 5b, we demonstrate how classindependent properties like font-weight,
tilt, and size are preserved during counterfactual generation. First, Figure 5a includes nine different inputs (first row), each
from a different class, that are all translated to the target class, q = 0. We observe that the nine outcomes (row three)
are perceptually different while resembling
the target class. Each counterfactual example maintains class-independent properties
from the input while resembling the target
class. For example, the narrow and tilted
one (first column) becomes a narrow and
tilted zero. The observation suggests that
ECINN maintains properties that are not directly dependent on the label.
In Figure 5b, we investigate how classindependent properties are maintained. We
sample nine different images from the class
y = 4 and compute their counterfactual examples for the target class q = 9. We observe how bold inputs yield bold counterfactuals; likewise, slim inputs yield slim
counterfactuals. Similar observations can
be made for, e.g., tilt, size, and shape.

(c) Comparison to [33] and [31].

Figure 5: Counterfactuals for MNIST.

Comparison. In Figure 5c, we compare counterMehod
Mean (std)
n
factual examples generated with the algorithms pro4
posed in [33] and [31] with our method. Rows cor[33]
21.64 (7.99)
100
respond to counterfactual methods and columns rep[31]
16.85 (0.35)
100
resents five different inputs. The figure shows that
ECINN 0.0025 (0.0002) 104
both competing methods generate more artificially Table 1: MNIST Computation times.
looking counterfactual examples than ECINN. As the
figure also shows, we found across many samples that counterfactuals generated by [33] and
[31] generally look more artificial by having disconnected white pixels and being blurred,
respectively. See supplementary material for additional samples.
In Table 1, we compare computation time on a single GPU, similar to [6]. For a fair
comparison, we do not batch samples, as the framework for the competing methods does not
support batching. The table shows how ECINN is more than 6000× faster than competing
4 Implementations

found at https://github.com/SeldonIO/alibi; applied with default parameters.
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methods. As it takes significaltly less time than 0.1 second, ECINN can even be used in an
interactive setting [7], which is not possible with these competing methods.
In conclusion, we find that ECINN outperforms competing methods on both quality and
speed and comply with our desiderata by realistically changing the predicted and the perceived class while maintaining class-independent features such as font-weight and tilt.

4.3

CelebA-HQ.

To evaluate ECINN on a more diverse and complex dataset, we extend our experiments to
the CelebA-HQ dataset. We train IB-INNs to predict various binary labels, where each class
is represented by at least 45% of the dataset.
In Figure 6, we show counterfactual examples for the smile versus frown label. The first
five columns depict how ECINN turns frowning people into smiling ones, while the last five
columns make smiling people frown. First, we observe that class irrelevant features such
as hair, skin color, and backgrounds remain perceptually unchanged as desired. Second,
we notice that some counterfactual examples in the last row look unrealistic. In particular,
it seems hard for the method to open and close mouths. In some cases, we also observe
small artifacts like the ones in the left-most pixels of the second column. Based on our
MNIST experiments, which did not suffer from computational limitations, we believe that
scaling from the roughly 40 million parameters used to around 200 million (as is common
with previous work [19]) can remove the artifacts and generate higher quality counterfactual
examples. Furthermore, the low-resolution version of CelebA-HQ that we use due to limited
resources is arguably harder to synthesize than higher resolutions. For further verification of
our findings, we include plots for models trained on other labels in Section E of the appendix.

5

Conclusion

1

0

x

We introduce ECINN as an efficient method for computing counterfactual examples. Our
method is derived from theoretical and practical properties of a particular type of classifiers,
namely conditional INNs. While being three orders of magnitude faster than competing
methods, ECINN requires only one forward and one inverse pass, it generates a unique solution, and it requires no numerical optimization. In compliance with our desiderata, ECINN
generates counterfactual explanations that i) change only class-dependent features, ii) are
realistic, and iii) can represent both tipping-point and convincing counterfactuals.

Figure 6: Counterfactual examples for frowning and smiling faces. First five columns have
target q = smile and last five columns q = frown. p(q|x) > 1 − 10−4 for all samples.
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